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Abstract
The use of computer-based technologies is increasing day by 
day, in different fields of life. Biometrics implies to the automatic 
recognition and confirmation of individuality of a human being 
based on their finger prints or iris data. Initially fingerprint and 
handwriting were used as biometric input but nowadays iris 
detection and analysis systems are gaining importance in 
Biometrics by allowing accurate localization and matching of 
unique iris data of an individual. Iris recognition is regarded 
as the most reliable and accurate biometric identification 
system available. In this paper a model has been developed 
for acquiring real time eye images using Image Acquisition 
Toolbox in MATLAB and then captured eye is further processed 
to detect its edges using various edge detection method 
defined in Image Processing Toolbox in MATLAB. The system 
developed provides a simple, cost effective and efficient real 
time interfacing environment. The results show that out of 
various methods canny method is the most powerful edge-
detection method.

Keywords
Image Acquisition, Image Processing, MATLAB, Real time 
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I. Introduction
In earlier time, to keep information and resources secure it 
is necessary to use password and UserID or PIN protection. 
For these schemes users had to authenticate themselves by 
entering a secret password which were previously formed or 
assigned. These systems were generally not unique [7]. IDS 
can be stolen and passwords can be forgotten or cracked. 
This means that traditional technologies are not sufficient to 
reduce the impact of counterfeiting [18]. The new generation 
IDs contains biometric proofs like finger prints or iris features 
[13] which prevent fabrication of multiple IDs [8] and 
improves immigration check controls [11]. In various biometric 
authentication methods, iris recognition is considered as a most 
reliable and accurate method because of its high recognition 
rate and uniqueness [2,14]. Literature study indicates that the 
probability of two individuals having similar irises is only 1 in 
1072 [10]. The iris begins to form in the third month of gestation 
[20]. The iris is a thin round diaphragm lies between the cornea 
and the lens of the human eye as shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1: Front View of Human Iris

Iris is perforated close to its centre by a circular aperture known 
as the pupil. The function of the iris is to control the amount of 
light entering through the pupil, and this is done by the sphincter 
and the dilator muscles, which adjust the size of the pupil. 
The average diameter of the iris is 12 mm, and the pupil size 
can vary from 10% to 80% of the iris diameter. By acquiring 
images in real time, one can compare and utilize images for 
any desired application. For example it can be used for Iris 
Recognition in Less Constrained Environments [2]. In another 
application different sets of universal hand gestures were 
captured from video camera and utilized to train the Neural 
Network for classification purpose [4]. Another application is 
monitoring of driver vigilance. For real time acquisition, driver’s 
images are taken using an active IR illuminator for monitoring 
his visual behavior [17]. Acquiring raw video images for research 
can be greatly simplified by the use of GUI’s, like one system 
has been developed to capture raw Iris images for statistical 
analysis [15]. An image acquisition arrangement having parallel 
projection using tele-centric optics and parallel illumination is 
proposed in another work for profile imaging [3].

II. Organization
Having discussed the Introduction about the Iris data, image 
acquisition & image processing in Section I, the reminder 
of this paper presents Related work, Proposed system, 
Results, discussions and conclusion in sections III, IV, V, VI 
respectively. 

III. Related Work
The Image reproduction is the largest application of electronic 
image acquisition systems [19]. The principle of multiple 
representations of the image is well established in the 
neuroscience literature and this idea is also relevant to the 
process of capturing and transforming images for reproduction. 
A non-intrusive prototype computer vision system is developed 
for real-time monitoring driver’s vigilance that based on a 
hardware system [17]. Robert C.Schultz and Robert W.Ives 
developed a system that captures raw iris images using MATLAB 
with its Image Acquisition Toolbox with key parameters that 
can be used for statistical analysis [14]. Long and tedious 
process of acquiring raw data for research can greatly simplify 
by the use of a graphical user interface. Some researchers  
developed techniques for capturing iris images that provide 
increased capture volume, decreased acquisition time, 
increased standoff, and the capability of acquisition of iris 
images from moving objects [12]. The developed techniques 
for capturing iris images that provide increased capture volume, 
decreased acquisition time, increased standoff, and the 
capability of acquisition of iris images from moving objects. A 
real-time image acquisition system of micro automatic defects 
detection of IC wafer surface is designed [9]. High-precision 
and rapid detection technology is the key method to raise the 
qualified rate. The precise image vision detection has faster 
speed and more accuracy so that it can detect various defects 
and separate them automatically. Because of the huge volume 
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of microscopic images data, image acquisition itself requires 
real-time process. To recognize hand gestures by transforming 
digitized images of hand sign language to voice a prototype 
system is developed known as Sign to Voice (S2V) using 
Neural Network approach [4]. John Daugman presents the 
results of 9.1 million comparisons among several thousand 
eye images acquired in trials in Britain, the USA, Japan and 
Korea and developed algorithms for recognizing persons by 
their iris patterns [16]. Biometric is a distinct, robust, and 
measurable physical and/or physiological characteristic of a 
person which can be used to identify, or verify their identity 
[15]. Several researchers have implemented various methods 
for segmentation and localising the iris. For accurate and 
fast iris segmentation a novel algorithm is presented[5]. In 
iris recognition systems, an image of an individual’s eye is 
captured and then segmented and normalized for feature 
extraction process. Active contour segmentation based on 
Level set evolution without re-initialization provides perfect 
segmentation results to increase the overall accuracy[1]. H. 
Proenca and L.A. Alexandre  introduce a new and more robust 
iris image segmentation methodology which could contribute to 
the aim of non-cooperative biometric iris recognition[10]. Some 
researchers  present an iterative approach to the detection of 
the iris center and boundaries by using neural networks[6]. 
An architecture dedicated to iris identification based on 
wavelet packet analysis is presented and its implementation 
on SoPC[13].

IV. Proposed System
Fig. 2 shows the Flow chart of the proposed  system having  the 
steps required for eye image acquisition and iris data processing 
and measurement followed by subsequent correlation with 
stored data. 

Fig. 2: Flow chart for Real Time acquisition and analysis of 
Human Iris Data

Proposed system consists of

1. Image acquisition setup
It consists of a video camera, web camera, or an analogue 
camera with suitable interface for connecting it to processor. 
For the image acquisition, an image acquisition device is 
installed and then retrieved hardware information regarding 
the image acquisition device. After that create a video input 
object and preview the video stream. Finally conFig. object 
properties and image data has acquired.

2. Processor
It consists of either a personal computer or a dedicated image 
processing unit, MATLAB Code and MATLAB display. For the 
image processing, an image is captured and then image 
analysis is done. Image analysis consists of extracting useful 
information from the captured images. To obtain maximum 
information and efficiency for recognition, high contrast images 
are required so image contrast is improved. Then images are 
filtered and write the image to a disk file. Then edges are 
detected and find iris parameter using imtool function. Finally 
find the correlation of iris for matching online image with the 
generated data base.

V. Results And Discussions
Image Acquisition Toolbox can continuously acquire image data 
and that acquired data is processed in MATLAB. The snapshots 
of the video clipping acquired is shown in Fig. 3(a) which is 
stored in the database in MATLAB as shown in Fig. 3(b).

  
(a)                              (b)

  
    (c)                                (d)
Fig. 3: (a) Preview of Acquired Video.   (b) Acquired Image store 
in database. (c) Acquired Image in Gray Scale. (d) Enhanced 
Image
After acquiring the real time video and image it is converted 
into gray scale. Snap shot of the gray scale converted image is 
in Fig. 3(c). Then enhance the intensity of the gray image and 
its intensity enhanced version is shown in Fig. 3(d).The real 
time image acquired in MATLAB is shown in  Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4: Acquired real time image

In an image, an edge is a curve that follows a path of rapid 
change in image intensity. Edges are often associated with 
the boundaries of objects in a scene. Edge detection is used 
to identify the edges in an image. There are various methods 
to find edges of the image. Various edge detected results for 
real time acquired image is shown below:

  
 (a)   (b)

  
 (c)   (d)

  
 (e)   (f)
Fig. 5: Edge Detection of acquired real time image by (a) Canny 
method, (b) Sobel method, (c) Prewitt method, (d) Roberts 
method, (e) Laplacian of Gaussian method, (f) zero cross 
method

The results shows that the most powerful edge-detection 

method is the canny method and the edges by other methods 
are not clear. This method differs from the other edge-detection 
methods in that it uses two different thresholds, to detect strong 
and weak edges, and includes the weak edges in the output 
only if they are connected to strong edges. This method is 
therefore less likely than the others to be fooled by noise, and 
more likely to detect true weak edges. Finally the diameter 
of iris and pupil is calculated using image tool. To calculate 
the dimensions of iris, at first the pixel value at the left end 
of the iris is calculated and then pixel value at the right end 
of the iris is calculated and then subtracting the pixel values 
at both ends, dimensions of iris is calculated. To calculate the 
diameter of iris directly, there is a scale in image tool. In this 
the scale is placed between the left and right ends of the iris 
as shown in Fig.6. 

 

Fig. 6: Direct measurement of diameter of the iris using the 
scale in image tool.
In the same way dimensions of pupil are calculated. These 
results for different real time eyes are shown in Table 1.

Table 1:  Iris and Pupil dimension Comparison Chart

Subject Iris Diameter
( in pixels)

Pupil Diameter
(in pixels)

Eye 1 45 12
  Eye 2 47 13
Eye 3 44 17
Eye 4 45 15
Eye 5 40 10
Eye 6 53 19
Eye 7 46 14
Eye 8 42 11
Eye 9 53 14
  Eye 10 43 13

Comparison chart clearly shows different Iris and pupil 
dimension for every individual. After that different iris are 

correlated.
Where a = current iris
b= reference iris
If the correlation factor gives one value then the compared iris 
are same otherwise iris are not same and value of correlation 
factor is in between 0 &1.

VI. Conclusion
The System developed shall provide an easy and effective real 
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time environment that allows acquisition and processing of 
video input in MATLAB. This can be used to acquire real time 
video for processing Biometric data. Correlation function is 
effective in matching online image with the generated data 
base. Mathematics of iris and pupil dimensions obtained has 
a close correlation for a particular individual. The interface 
arrangement discussed provides a simple and cost effective 
solution to capture video in real time and can dependably 
be used to capture eye images from unrestrained human 
subjects to automatically verify individuals based on their iris 
dimensions.
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